
GoldenWall 2018

Now,
Precious Metals to
Adorn Your Walls
PREPARE TO BE BEWITCHED & BEDAZZLED 

GENESIS:
CHISELING AWAY
AT IDEAS

GOLDENWALL2018:
GET ACQUAINTED

GoldenWall2018 is a collection born of a 
desire to create art that is truly distinctive, 
undeniably tasteful and subtly glamorous. 
No trouble was spared to ensure that just 
this was achieved. And...the results are 
spectacular. With a soul that embodies 
the essence of the art deco style of ‘20s 
fame, this fame, this collection reflects deco’s 
a nity for geometric shapes and exotic, 
especially Eastern, influences.

KIOTO / INKTWBS1802

ODYSSEO / INKVSRA1801

www.aarenintpro.com

EXPERIENCE THE
DANCE OF
TECHNOLOGY
AND DESIGN

VERSATILITY IN ITS DNA:
RENDER ANY SPACE EXQUISITE

And now, for a deep dive into the 
delectable details of what makes these 
10 wallcovering designs the distinctive 
pieces they are. Art deco is an 
amalgamation of different styles that 
work together to achieve a modernist 
style and GoldenWall2018 stays true to 
this spirit this spirit by bringing together the classic 
and modern styles with gold leaf as the 
material at their centre. A common 
thread that runs across the collection, 
gold leaf lends an understated metallic 
touch that is both charming and 
captivating. Rolling landscapes, mythical 
creatures creatures mythical, and exotic florals find 
expression on these wallcoverings, which 
become a canvas for the unexpressed 
artistic longings that lie dormant in us all, 
setting the viewer, for a brief moment, 
free. The artistic combined with advanced 
technology makes these pieces works of 
‘cutting-edge artist‘cutting-edge artistry’. 

If enchantment had a catalyst, this would be it. Be it home, o ce or contract spaces, 
GoldenWall2018 is designed to be versatile enough to suit a wide range of spaces 
meant to serve a variety of needs and create varying ambiences. Refined and stylish, 
each of these pieces crafted with the utmost attention to detail hold in its hands 
the power to turn any space into a haven for the design-minded

FOLLIE / INKIOLR1801

As with all things beautiful, this one too 
began its life as a nascent idea - an 
ephemeral thought that slowly found 
form through constant nurturing: the 
idea that nothing spells luxury like 
precious metals. This is the thought that 
consumed the creators of 
GoldeGoldenWall2018 at Inkiostro Bianco as 
they set about laying the groundwork - 
comprehensive materials research - for 
what would eventually become this 
state-of-the-art collection of wallcovering.


